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Objectives of climate policy
 Avoiding dangerous climate change and
remaining below 2 Degree requires that
global emissions are cut by -50% by 2050
 1st step: EU 20% reduction target by 2020
 European Council 2011:
 EU objective of reducing greenhouse gas
emissions by 80-95% by 2050 compared to
1990, in the context of necessary reductions by
developed countries
 Need for a low carbon 2050 strategy providing
the framework for the longer term action
 Need to fix intermediary stages towards
reaching the 2050 objective
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Co-benefits of climate policies

 Enhanced energy security
 Energy savings
 Decrease of international fuel imports

 Contribution to sustainable growth
 Innovation in clean technologies
 Possible benefits for employment

 Air pollution and health benefits

GHG emissions: Where is the EU now?
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• EU emissions reduced
by 15,5% between
1990 -2010
• EU GDP grew 40%
• EU manufacturing grew
by 34%
• EU on track towards
the - 20% emission
reduction target by
2020
• However, current
policies would only lead
to ca. - 40% GHG
emissions by 2050
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What the EU is doing already:
Implementation of 2020 targets
 Reduce GHG emissions by 20% (compared to 1990)
 EU Emissions Trading System reducing overall emissions from
power and industrial installations (and aviation from 2012)
 Binding national emission targets cover other sectors

 EU non-ETS target: -10% below 2005 (Poland: +14%)
 e.g. buildings, services, agriculture, road transport, waste
 EU27 on track, Poland projects to overachieve (NP/EEA: -4%)

 Increase share of renewables in EU’s energy mix to 20%:
binding national targets (Poland: 15%)
 Improve energy efficiency by 20% (indicative):
 additional efforts needed, current policies will only achieve 10%
 reinforced in Europe 2020 strategy (Polish NRP: -13.6 Mtoe)
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Moving beyond 20% GHG
emission reductions in 2020?
 European Council: move to 30% GHG reduction target
if the conditions are right
 Ambitious comprehensive post 2012 global agreement
 other developed countries: comparable reductions
 economically advanced developing countries: contribution
commensurate with respective responsibilities and capabilities
 conditions currently not met

 May 2010 Communication: Analysis of options to move
beyond 20% GHG emission reductions and assessing
the risk of carbon leakage
 Member State analysis published 30 January 2012

 Low carbon economy roadmap: progress towards EE
targets could lead to 25% domestic emission reductions
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What happened since the Climate
and Energy Package was adopted?
 Significant emission reductions due to climate
policies, economic crisis and higher fuel prices
 Significant impact of economic crisis on EU ETS
 Downward pressure on carbon prices
 build up of a large buffer of banked allowances and
unused international emission reduction credits –
potentially around 2.4 billion allowances by 2020
 depressing effect on ETS prices for years to come

 More difficult economic conditions and lower
incentives for low carbon technologies, e.g. CCS
 Many Member States now project non-ETS target
overachievement
 Stronger push for clean technologies (e.g.
accelerated RES cost reductions, role of China)
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Costs of achieving the Climate and
Energy Package are lower
 Costs for energy users in the year 2020
have fallen to €48 billion, or 0.3% of GDP
(original analysis: around €70 billion)
 Not reduction of GDP, rather additional
investment in the future, €34 billion
annually over the period 2016-2020.
 Costs are considerably lower for all
Member States
 Cost reductions are greater in the lower
income Member States
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Redistribution to ensure equitable
treatment across Member States
 Analysis confirms that redistribution works
 redistribution of auctioning revenues
 the distribution of national non-ETS targets
 flexibility foreseen in Effort Sharing Decision

 Advantages for some Member States that
benefit from these distributional elements
are now expected to be less pronounced
 lower ETS auctioning revenues
 lower revenues from potential non-ETS
transfers between Member States
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Cost and benefits to step up to a
30% GHG reduction target by 2020
 25% domestic reduction considerably
less costly: total cost around €70 billion
 €18 billion average additional investment

 Total cost of 30% target EU: 0.5% of
GDP, of which around 0.2% for step-up
 Not included: indirect economic benefits
 accelerated technology innovations
 increased energy security
 reduced air pollution (€6-10bn savings, in
particular in lower income Member States)
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Moving to 30% with equitable
treatment of Member States possible
 A simplified example of options to achieve a 30% GHG emission target with redistribution of
targets similar to Climate and Energy Package
 in Non-ETS an equal increase of target for all MS (e.g.
Poland from +14% to +8%) would lead to higher
revenues for lower income MS
 in ETS increase through reduction of auctioning rights
for richer MS would lead to significantly higher
auctioning revenues in lower income Member States

 Note: Multiannual EU budget as proposed would
channel more resources in lower income MS (i.e.
with more low-cost GHG reduction opportunities)
 ERDF: at least € 7.3 bn (6% of total) for investment in
RES and EE in low income “convergence” regions
 Cohesion Fund: € 68.7 bn for transport and env-t.
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Cost figures for Poland at a glance
Cost 2020

Full pain % of GDP
ckage
EU27
0.28%
Lo. inc. MS 0.23%
Hi. inc. MS 0.29%
Poland
0.52%
Slovakia
0.41%

25%
dom.
0.45%
0.60%
0.43%
0.76%
0.81%

ex 30% w
redistr
0.50%
0.29%
0.52%
0.69%
0.53%

incl.
air pol.
0.37%
0.36%
0.37%
0.49%
0.58%

Source: PRIMES-GAINS modelling

Note: step up as such less expensive as for others
does not include EU cohesion policy funding
does not include RES cooperation potentials
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Further results for Poland
 Confirms results of other studies on Poland:
significant cost-effective abatement potential
(-13% to baseline, similar to EU average)
 Cost-effective step up full Package to 25% dom.
would reduce coal power generation by 6%
 Cost of cost-effective step up to -25% of 0.17%
means €27 per capita, half of EU27 per cap. av.
 0.69% per GDP costs (30% example) means
€3 bn, mainly for RES, only €0.8 bn for step-up
 €1.6 bn average annual fuel savings
 High air quality and health benefits of € 0.9-1.2 bn
 EU cohesion policy could bring in the year 2020
up to around € 2 bn of investment support into
energy efficiency, renewables, waste man-t…
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Conclusions
 Low carbon economy roadmap: -25%
domestic reduction is on cost-efficient
pathway to EU 2050 climate objectives
 Analysis shows that 30% reduction
scenario has become considerably less
costly, with EU average of 0.5% of GDP
 Poland has higher costs as other Member
States, but also significant co-benefits, in
particular air pollution control and health
 Appropriate redistribution would facilitate
Polish transition to a low carbon economy
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For further information:
http://ec.europa.eu/clima/news/articles/new
s_2012013002_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/clima/policies/package/
documentation_en.htm

(May 2010 Communication, Staff Working
Document on Member State results and
technical background report)
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